“I enjoy … the ability to
facilitate communication
between the courts and
those who otherwise
wouldn’t be able to have
their say.”
Andrew Erickson
California court interpreter

How do I ﬁnd out more about
becoming a court interpreter?
You can obtain information from the Court
Interpreters Program at the Administrative Ofﬁce

What are the beneﬁts of
being a court interpreter?
s a California court interpreter, you
can help make justice more accessible
for millions of people. California court
interpreters enjoy:

A

s A chance to provide a valuable
community service
s A stable career
s A minimum full-time starting salary of
$68,000
s A comprehensive beneﬁts and
retirement package
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Discover a career
that puts your
second language –
first.

People who know other languages can
become registered interpreters with the
same full-time pay and beneﬁts that certiﬁed
interpreters receive.
Court interpreters:
s Interpret speech and text from English
into a second language and back
again in real time. The interpretation
must be accurate without any editing,
summarizing, omissions, or change in
meaning

Are court interpreters in
demand?

V

ery much so. According to a recent study,
more than 200 languages are spoken in
California. Of the state’s 36 million people,
about 20 percent speak English less than
“very well.” That’s almost 7 million Californians
who would need help from an interpreter if
they found themselves in court.

What do court interpreters do?

C

alifornia court interpreters have an
important job in the courtroom: they
interpret court proceedings for witnesses and
defendants with limited English skills. The
position also requires strong memory and
communication skills. Court interpreters shift
between two different languages, in real time,
accounting for different types of speech and
grammar. They also know legal terms and
commonly used courtroom forms and reports.

What does it take to become a
court interpreter?

s Maintain good working relationships with
judges, attorneys, other court personnel,
supervisors, and co-workers
s Understand a variety of court procedures
and practices

What are the steps to becoming
a court interpreter?
1. Master a second language.
2. Pass the test to become either a
certiﬁed or a registered interpreter.
3. Register with the Judicial Council of
California.

irst, interpreters need to be ﬂuent in a
second language. Right now, court
interpreters can be certiﬁed in American Sign
Language and 12 spoken languages:

F

s Arabic
s Armenian (Eastern)
s Armenian (Western)
s Cantonese
s Japanese
s Korean

s Mandarin
s Portuguese
s Russian
s Spanish
s Tagalog
s Vietnamese

For more information, visit
www.courtinfo.ca.gov/interpreters
or call 866-310-0689.

